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We Need Audio Recording Volunteers!
Would you like your voice to be heard on Tsiyon Radio? We are working on an audio project
right now and would like to include voices of our listeners. Worried that your accent might not
be accepted? No worries! We would like to include the real voices of our listeners from
everywhere! You don't need a studio either. We can record you over Skype! If you are
interested, let me know.
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Be Prepared
A picture of the suspected gunman, James Holmes, 24, in the Batman Theatre shootings. Credit: University of CO/ Splash
News. Edits highlighting earpiece by Tsiyon Radio, www.tsiyon.org.

As you can see in the picture above, James Homes was wearing a wire and some sort of strange
earpiece, in this picture from the University of Colorado. I would add that I did nothing to
enhance this picture. It is simply magnified using Irfanview, a free graphics software. Yes, it
could be connected to an ordinary phone, mp3 player or the like - or it could be related to some
unknown device then attached to Holmes at the time the picture was taken at the University.
Notice the eyes. The over-dilated pupils and strange smile could indicate an altered state of
consciousness, according to some MK-Ultra mind-control victims.
Holmes grew up in San Diego.
Look at this military building located at
Coronado Naval Base in San Diego.

Pass It On
If you know someone who would like to
receive this newsletter, please forward.

What's particularly impressive about this Nazi
symbol on a US Navy Base, is not only the
swastika shape, which they have attempted to
explain away (errr, we never noticed this
before Google Earth revealed it to the world) more amazingly, they made sure the swastika
was aligned at the perfect crosswise angle used
only by the Nazi Swastika, as viewed aligned
to north. There is no way this building could
have been built this way by mistake, revealing the covert Nazi influence that is still in evidence
in the US military establishment/CIA - thanks to Operation Paperclip.
Authors Martin A. Lee and Bruce Shlain report on documents pertinent to the CIA's
MKULTRA program opened to the public as the result of a Senate subcommittee led by
chairman Senator Ted Kennedy. In the prologue to their book, Acid Dreams, they write:
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"[MKULTRA] was led by creepy scientist-spook Dr. Sidney Gottlieb, who testified before the
same subcommittee only after receiving a grant of immunity from criminal prosecution.
MKULTRA was launched in April of 1953 as a continuation of mind-control experiments that
originated in the Nazi death camps of such notoriety as Dachau. (MKULTRA, ARTICHOKE
and other CIA projects became possible because of Project Paperclip, a US scheme that
smuggled Nazi scientists, intelligence personnel and other war criminals to the United States
from Europe at the end of WWII.)"
"A U.S. Navy psychologist [claimed] that the Office of Naval Intelligence had taken convicted murderers from military prisons,
used behavior modification techniques on them, and then relocated them in American embassies throughout the world. The Navy
psychologist was Lt. Commander Thomas Narut of the U.S. Regional Medical Center in Naples, Italy. The information was
divulged at an Oslo NATO conference of 120 psychologists from the eleven nation alliance ...Dr. Narut, in a question and answer
session with reporters from many nations, revealed how the Navy was secretly programming large numbers of assassins ..He
described the men who went through his program as "hit men and assassins" who could kill on command. ...After his NATO lecture,
Dr. Narut disappeared. He could not be located. Within a week or so after the lecture, the Pentagon issued an emphatic denial that
the U.S. Navy had "engaged in psychological training or other types of training of personnel as assassins." They disavowed the
programming centers in San Diego and Naples and stated they were unable to locate Narut, but did provide confirmation that he was
a staff member of the U.S. Regional Medical Center in Naples."
This is only one of many reports indicating that San Diego has been a major center for Military/CIA mind control programming of
trained assassins. There are a lot of bad things still going on in the San Diego area, and at some of the huge military bases in the
region, according to a number of people in the know, who speak off the record, so as not to "disappear" as did Dr. Narut. As I share
these facts with you, a flood of information is forthcoming in the alternative media which points with unmistakable certainty to the
"league of shadows" working through intelligence spooks, as the perpetrators of the horrible Aurora Massacre. The one bright spot
in the aftermath of this darkness may be that finally, many more people may wake up to the truth of who, exactly, is fomenting the
growing global chaos.
From Eliyahu
So why am I devoting a whole program and a whole newsletter to an investigation of the Aurora Massacre? The reason is, this event
is a significant marker of just where we are at in these last days. I have told you earlier in the year that this would be a "crazy occult
year" - this Aurora Massacre/Sacrifice is a prime manifestation of that. While our principle focus will always be what YHWH says
and what He is doing, we also must be aware of the machinations of the enemy, as they unfold before us. I hope you will find our
latest program to be useful to you in doing just that. (Eph 6:10-18, 1 Peter 5:8)
Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
GREETINGS TRIBESMEN!!! This is "Wild Man" Dave from the Tsiyon Promo and Media Dept. Email me at help@tsiyon.org, so
that we can work together in reaching the scattered remnant of Israel and/or for FREE Tsiyon cards.
I AM EXTRA PUMPED AND ENERGIZED THIS WEEK BECAUSE OF ALL THE GREAT THINGS THAT PAPA YAHWEH
IS DOING!!! HALLELUYAH!!!
With our new radio station about to start in a few short weeks, this is a great time for all of us to pray and join in unity for a new
beginning with the work at hand. It has been an honor and privilege to serve Yahweh and His people in the full year that we have
been here.
My desire is to be a "good workman" for Yahweh and my brothers and sisters. I love you all so much and I praise and thank Yahweh
for allowing a "gunky" like me to work and serve in HIS ministry. Thank you for helping distribute the Tsiyon business cards, and
getting the word out about our mission. You all have been a great help, so for those of you who may be new to Tsiyon, email me and
I will send you a package of Tsiyon cards. YOU GUYS ARE FANTASTIC!!
Shalom, "Wild Man" Dave

Visit Tsiyon Messianic Radio
Thanks to all of our Tsiyon Ministry Partners for your support of this ministry!
Not a Tsiyon Ministry Partner yet? Visit our Tsiyon Website for full details.
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